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This article contains content that is written as advertising. Please help improve it by removing advertising content and inappropriate external links, as well as adding encyclopedic content written from a neutral point of view. (October 2018) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Strong fathers, Strong Daughters: 10 Secrets Every Father
Should Know AuthorMeg MeekerCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSubjectParentingPublisherRegnery Publishing, Ballantine BooksPublication Date2007Pages288ISBN034499995 Strong Fathers, Strong Daughters: 10 Secrets Every Father Must Know, is the 2007 parent book of children's doctor Meg Meker. The book aims to provide advice to fathers
on the upbringing of their daughters. Meeker argues that fathers, more than anyone else, set a course for their daughter's life. (p. 9). She states that daughters need the attention of their fathers, and she says that daughters take guidance on many issues, such as drug use, alcohol use and sex, as their father (p. 25). She states that her daughters need the
role of father as a hero to help her get through the treacherous folk culture (p. 29), which is not healthy for girls and women (p. 28). Meeker formulated that fathers are much stronger than many think. Meeker also states that daughters need the support that only fathers can provide, and if they are willing to follow Meeker's advice and experience on how to
guide their daughters, stand between them and the toxic culture, their rewards will be unsurpassed. Delineate Introduction Chapter One - You Are the Most Important Person in Her Life Chapter Two - She Needs a Hero Chapter Three - You Are Her First Love Chapter 4 - Teach Her Humility Chapter 5 - Protect Her (and Use a Shotgun If Necessary) Chapter
6 - Pragmatism and Grit: Two of Your Greatest Assets Chapter Seven - Be the Man You Want Her To Marry For Her Chapter - Teach Her To Head Who's God Related Afterword Reviews Books reviewer Eliot Burdett claims that he was originally attracted to the book by title, premise and themes of honesty, integrity, humility and courage. He states that it
definitely made him stop and think about how we raise our own two girls and how we ensure they have the best chance of an amazing life. Columnist and writer David Limbaugh calls the book a sobering reminder of the amazing responsibilities a father has on his daughter's life - good or bad - and how dangerous this world can be for girls whose fathers don't
exist to protect them, guide them, and even fight for them. Limbaugh claims to book... shows in the face of popular culture that strong dads are essential to strong daughters. Elaine Bennett, President and Founder of Best Friends Meg Meeker's comments once again wrote a book that is a vital reading for male fatherhood daughters. It perfectly depicts the
special relationship between fathers and daughters and the incredible impact these relationships can have on their lives. Walt Mueller of the Center for The Understanding of Parents and Youth calls the book a direct and compelling task that reminds fathers of the powerful life role they play in the lives of their daughters. He says the book helps fathers
understand their power, know what roles to take in their daughter's life, and know what and how to teach life lessons to their girls. About author Meg Meeker, MD has more than 20 years of experience in pediatric and adolescent medicine. She wrote for Psychology today on the Internet. She is a member of the American Academy of Pediatrics and the
National Advisory Board of the Medical Institute. She lives in Traverse City, Michigan. Links to book review: Strong fathers, strong daughters. Available by: is available january 5, 2013 - Available on: Available January 5, 2013 - Available on: Available August 30, 2015 Psychology Today: Meg Meeker, MD obtained from Perfect for Father's Day, critical reading
for all dads seeking to connect with their daughters and raise confident young women in today's increasingly challenging world. It is often difficult for parents to connect with their daughters, and especially for fathers. In this unique and invaluable guide, Dr. Meg Meeker, a pediatrician with more than twenty years of experience advising girls, shows that a
young woman's relationship with her father is far more important than we ever understood. To become a strong, confident woman, daughter needs attention, protection, courage and wisdom of the father. Dr. Meeker shares ten secrets that every father must know in order to strengthen or reconnect with his daughter and shape her life and his own for the
better. Inside you discover: - the basic virtues of strong fathers and how to develop them - the signals daughters take from their fathers on everything from self-esteem to drugs, alcohol, and sex - the truth about the basic rules (girls want them despite their protests) - the importance of becoming a hero for your daughter - the biggest mistake a dad can make
and consequences - the fact that girls actually depend on the guidance of their fathers in adulthood - the steps fathers can follow to help their daughters avoid and mistakes - the ways in which a father's faith or lack of will affect his daughter - the basic communication strategies for the various stages of a girl's life - true stories about prodigal daughters - and
how their fathers helped bring back their dads, you are far more powerful than you think, and if you follow Dr. Meeker's advice, the rewards will be unsurpassed. Encouraging and challenging... a useful roadmap for interested fathers that solves difficult issues. -National Touch Review, a book that will prove valuable to all of us who are fortunate enough to be
blessed daughters. -Michael Bear, a nationally syndicated radio talk show host, author of Dr. Meeker's Right Turns findings are timely, relevant and often deeply moving. No one is interested in what girls experience growing up in our culture today, and the impact that parents, especially fathers, have on the experience can afford to miss reading this book. -
Armand M. Nicoli Jr., M.D., Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School Best Reviews Recent Reviews of Strong Fathers, Strong Daughters of Dr. Megan Meeker was first published in 2006. The technology since the publication of these books has progressed so exponentially that I could only imagine that some of the advice that Dr. Meeker will give in
2019 will be far more extreme than it was in 2006. I am the father of two young girls and this book is incredibly powerful, a lot of huge advice is given through this whole book, sometimes it's a bit out of my arena to deal with things like teenagers, the death of strong fathers, dr. Megan Meeker's strong daughter was first published in 2006. The technology since
the publication of these books has progressed so exponentially that I could only imagine that some of the advice that Dr. Meeker will give in 2019 will be far more extreme than it was in 2006. I am the father of two young girls and this book is incredibly powerful, a lot of huge advice is given through this whole book, sometimes it's a bit out of my arena to deal
with things like teenagers, mother's death, divorce, step moms and things as such. When it comes to devotion to the family, the time spent with full attention to the young, how they grow up and the current things that I deal with regarding young daughters I can definitely relate to, however this book is broad and covers all the situations a father can deal with
relating to his daughter from her birth to your death, she covers every reason and uses a lot of very heartbreaking and touching stories to convey her point. One thing I like most about this book is its ferocious attack on modern pop culture and its toxic impact on young girls, and how we should protect them from the poison that is modern pop culture, media,
the Internet (there was no media at the time of this publication of books in widespread use like FB and Twitter), so it was not mentioned mentioned I would like to track down some modern articles of her on the subject (young girls and social media) if she has any written. It touches on really important things for me personally, such as, incredible authors like
Dostovyevksy, C.S. Lewis, Milton and their search for God, it touches on the importance of God and faith, it highlights the importance of accepting your masculinity as a person and father and rejecting modern culture's attack on masculinity (fast forward 2019, its even worse), making the family your primary focus and ridding yourself of distractions. Overall it
was a great book that I sat on my bookshelf to tease me for about a year and I'm in high spirits that I finally read it, there were a lot of great lessons that would stay with me and become a part of me. She quoted at the end of this poem by Ulysses Alfred Lord Tennyson, and I thought it was beyond worthy to share the poem in its entirety here. Ulysses Alfred,
Lord TennysonThos little arrived that idle king, On this still hearth, among these barren rocks, Match'd with an elderly wife, I mete and dole unequal laws to the wild race that treasure, and sleep, and feed, and do not know me. I can't take a break from traveling: I'll drink life lees: All the times I enjoy'd greatly, have suffer'd greatly, both with those who loved
me, and alone, on the shore, and when Thro' scudding drifts the rainy Hyades Vext dim sea: I became a name; For always roaming with a hungry heart Much I have seen and known; city people And manners, climate, councils, government, I'm not the least, but honor would be of them all; And the drunken delight of the battle with my peers, far away on the
ringing plains of windy Troy. I am part of everything I have met; However, the whole experience of the arch wherethro' Gleams that untravell'd world, the margin of which disappears forever and forever when I move. How boring it is to pause to make an end, rust unburnish'd, so as not to shine in use! How tho to breathe was life! There was too little life left for
me, and there was little left for me: but every hour is saved from this eternal silence, something more, to bring new things; and vile it was for some three suns to store and stash themselves, and this gray spirit of longing in the desire to follow knowledge, like a sinking star, beyond human thought. This is my son, my own Telemachus, to whom I leave the
scepter and the island, - Well loved me, discerning to perform this labor, slow prudence to make soft durable people, and thro'soft degrees to subdue them useful and good. Most impeccable is he, focused in the realm of shared responsibilities, worthy of not failing in the offices of tenderness, and paying Meet the adoration of my domestic gods when I leave.
He works his job, I work his. There lies the port; ship puffs her sail: There's a dark dark, Sea. My sailors, souls who toil, and wrought, and thought to me: ever with a frisky reception took thunder and the sun, and against the Free Hearts, free foreheads- you and I are old; The old-age hut is still his honor and his work; Death closes everything: but something
ere the end, Some work of noble note, can still be done, not obscene people who sought with the gods. Lights begin to flicker from the rocks: Long day weakens: the slow moon rises: deep groans round with many voices. Come, my friends, it's not too late to look for a new world. Tap, and sitting well in the order of the smite sounding furrow; for my purpose
keeps swimming at sunset, and baths all the western stars until I die. It is possible that the bays will wash us: It may be we will touch the Happy Islands, and see the great Achilles we knew. Tho 'a lot accepted, much observes; and tho 'We are not now that force that in the old days moved the earth and the sky, what we are, we; One equal character of heroic
hearts, Made by a weak time and destiny, but strong in the will to strive, seek, find, not concede. ... More... More
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